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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.It s up to Divine to decide./big>
Growing up in the Hollywood spotlight -- and the tabloid
headlines -- Divine Matthews-Hardison knows how tough it can
be to keep secrets. And nothing has changed now that she lives
in Temple, Georgia, with her kindly pastor uncle and his family.
There s no such thing as privacy in their boisterous household --
Divine can t even get close to her boyfriend at a school dance
without Aunt Phoebe monitoring her, while Uncle Reed drives
her nuts, quizzing her on his Sunday sermons. But Divine is
about to learn that some secrets do more harm than good when
kept under wraps. Does keeping silent help or hurt? When she
begins to suspect that her friend Mia s domineering boyfriend is
abusing her, Divine must decide whether or not to expose a
painful secret for Mia s safety. Meanwhile, her cousin Alyssa
confides in Divine about her own boyfriend troubles -- how far
should Alyssa go to keep him? With her mother in nearby
Atlanta, Divine has a fresh chance...
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ReviewsReviews

Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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